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Abstract: While the TESL/TEFL world is charging ahead with digital data collection 2.0, 3.0, etc. in
the realm of CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning), I discuss a more fundamental
approach to digital data collection here to demonstrate that the connections between theory,
technology, and language teaching need to critically align with core principals and practices of our
trade and art form. This discussion of my employment of a set of IC recorders in the classroom
includes anecdotal observations, theoretical considerations, and tips for practical uses to bridge the
gap between traditional and new ways of learning. The use of IC recorders provides an optimal
balance of language practice, student engagement, and test performance. The most intriguing and
valuable aspect of the approach is the engagement or motivational factor which drives the other
aspects of the balance, leading to a “cycle of increasing returns”. The rationale, purpose, and value
for teachers can be gleaned from the discussion of practical aspects of my explorations, including
examples of applications to classic TESL textbooks.
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Introduction.
Upfront, I admit that “1. 0” denotes pushing the
“pause” button amidst the onslaught of tech-related
connections to language teaching. The use of IC
recorders may even be seen as “old school” by some;
or it may not provide the “sexy” terminology that
attracts readership of publications or attendance at
symposiums. However, I contend that even these
cutting edge approaches can benefit from a
return/review of some of the important, meaningful,
and useful connections within the endeavors.
Not sexy enough? For sure, on the surface.
Therefore, coded within my title here is a hint of a
return to basics ("1.0") to preface the focus on IC
recorders. IC recorders? Is that all? Been there,
done that. Maybe, maybe not. I believe I offer
some substantial considerations--or else I would not
proffer this article.
This was exactly my sentiment submitting my
seemingly humble offerings to an international
conference in Japan, sponsored by JALT Okinawa.
The theme of the conference every year is the same:
“Trends in Language Teaching”. As such, it attracts
presenters and attendees that are interested in
cutting-edge approaches to language teaching.
Judging from the titles of the featured presentations,
“trends” and “cutting-edge” mostly equates with
“high-tech”.
Here are some examples of past presentations that
promote the conference on its website today:
“iLiterate: Multiliteracies and the iPad”; “Encourage
Active Participation with Answer Paddles”; “Mobile
Learning: Using Tablets in University English
Writing Classes”; “iPads and the Learning by Design
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Knowledge Processes Framework”; “Music and
Language Teaching: Affordances and Constraints of
the Digital Work Station”; “The Graphic Organizer
Textbook Approach: A Learner-centered Approach
to Reading”; “Using Padlet in the Classroom”;
“Lateral Thinking Puzzles: Strengthening language,
creativity, and reasoning skills”; “Blended Learning:
Reflection on Experiences in Designing and
Implementing eLearning Materials”; and on and on.
Hidden among these sexy titles were my two
humble offerings from 2015 and 2017. One of them
was titled, in full: “Sprucing up your assigned
textbook”. It was actually embarrassing seeing it
listed amongst those other sexy titles on the
website. Short and concise, it did reflect my
intended goals for the presentation. I knew that my
IC recorder set was an integral part of my offerings
but I did not dare utter “IC recorders” upfront in
that context.
True story: As I was setting up for my poster
presentation (the conference primarily features
only poster presentations), I attempted to make
small talk with a young university teacher setting
up adjacent to me. I inquired about the title of his
presentation and he relayed the gist, mentioning a
feature/ap on his iPhone.
I was unfamiliar with the feature. To which he
responded with one word--okay, literally, one sound.
“Pfft.” I was thrown a glance that relayed “How
hopeless”. And with that he turned his back on me,
and he never spoke to me again. Of course, we were
fully engaged for a few hours thereafter presenting
to attendees. But I felt so badly put in my place that
it was laughable.
I did heartily present the “practical” offerings for my
presentation title. I included various “trendy” tasks
based on my Active Learning approaches to
language teaching. And I did sheepishly reveal my
“old school” set of IC recorders. In the end, I won
the top award at both conferences, “The Most
Outstanding Poster Presentation Award.” One
judge mentioned that I had made the “best
connection from theory to practice.”
My point is not to relay a memorable “pfft”
encounter in my career but to relay that the “basics”
and “fundamentals” should not be lost or ignored in
the push toward sexy and cutting edge. It is my
contention that the push toward technological
gadgets and features can be pre-mature or a
mismatch for language classes if basic and core
principals of language teaching are not aligned
within the approach. (There have been numerous
studies that make this assertion in various ways:
Block, 2018; Bridge, 2012; Tour, 2010)
(I am not at all suggesting that my fellow presenters
at the conference were lacking this balance. I would
have loved to take in their intriguing presentations;
but we were all presenting at the same time. Also, I
am not at all suggesting that my use of IC recorders
can cover the range of these wonderful cutting edge
explorations. I am simply offering a game-changing
language tool from my journeyman experiences,
along with the contextual considerations for
teaching in Japan and practical insights into
connections to language skills.)
I assert that an understanding of the context for
introducing technological/innovative approaches to
language teaching is especially critical in Japan.
Considering the learning style and patterns that
have been ingrained in Japanese students through
the mandated national curriculum, even standard
worldwide approaches based in TESL/TEFL need
to be introduced through a period of adjustment.
For example, standard approaches aligned with
CLT, Active Learning, Task-Based Learning, CALL,
etc. need to be integrated in a timely and careful
manner, sometimes if at all. As a simple case in
point, those of us who have taught in Japan know
that many of the “open-ended” pre-lesson questions
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that introduce a chapter can fall very flat with
Japanese students, especially freshmen students
straight out of high school. “Look at the picture.
What do you think is going to happen next?” There
is no clear answer. Students hesitate to venture an
answer in English in such an “unknown” territory.
Considering the effects of the top-down regulations
and control, Japanese students have more “set”
patterns and approaches to learning ingrained in
them through their public school education. For
example, they tend to value and expect more
repetitious practice before open-ended output; more
sequential and patterned progress along a carefully
controlled continuum; more accountability connected
to quizzes and tests; etc. The English section of the
Center Test (national exam) is a good indicator of
what is valued and important through 6 years of
formal English studies nationwide. In short, it is a
test of passive skills with no communication
component. The grammar and reading sections
loom large, with “tricky” and unnecessarily long
challenges interspersed. The listening component is
an “academic” exercise that does not train students
for authentic, real world listening ability in my
opinion.
And then they arrive--mostly hating English studies
through the onslaught--at our doorsteps at the
university.
These are some of the challenges that set the
context for infusing new ways of learning in the
university arena. In short, innovation has to be
mindful of the past in order to provide non-
threatening, practical and interesting segues for the
future.
I have explored and honed the use of a set of IC
recorders to enhance my lessons in TESL/TEFL
/World Language classes in various educational
settings, attending to the contextual, cultural, and
educational factors for the students. I have
conducted most of the explorations with university
students in Japan, but I have also utilized
the component with children’s English classes.
Additionally, I have had lots of inquiries from
colleagues at my university who teach world
languages, mainly Chinese and Korean. I have
trained and supported teachers of world languages,
applying TESL/TEFL/SLA concepts and ideas to
the teaching of world languages. Within this
endeavor, the incorporation of IC recorders has been
one of the success stories and highlights.
My exploration which began over a decade ago has
evolved into a significant game-changer for me as a
journeyman language teacher and educator. Since
then, it has remained as a regular and valuable
component in my TESL/TEFL language classes,
including reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary,
culture, and communication classes (among others).
I have also incorporated the component in my
Japanese content courses and seminar classes,
collecting digital data in Japanese (a second
language for me). Anecdotally, the value of the
component has been noted by teachers and students
alike (through their comments on course evaluations
as well). The wide range of these explorations will
be relayed in this discussion in practical terms.
Practical applications.
I actually started this process decades ago (I hate to
admit) with cassette recorders with ESL classes in
the US. The results were very positive. The use of
cassette recorders in Japan for similar aims became
unrealistic. The classes were too large and the
students no longer were familiar with handling
cassette tapes. Though the results were very
promising, the effort-benefit tradeoff was diminished,
i.e., it was not cost effective, nor time/effort effective.
My switch and explorations to IC recorders changed
everything.
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I ventured into IC recorders carefully, starting with
a set of about seven for a small (for Japan) class of
about 20 students over 10 years ago. I purchased
the cheapest IC recorder model available through
Amazon. co. jp. It had basic features which have
served my purposes well, e. g., a “folder” feature
which allows four sets of data to be separated, data
capacity of 4GB, and all the standard pause, fast
forward, rewind, record, etc. features. It also allows
students to listen to the inputted data at reduced
speed.
I spread the IC recorders on desks across the back
of the room. In three rotations, 6-7 students recorded
the various tasks of the day. It was important for
the students to carefully input the details of their
recordings on their individual IC Log Sheets, e.g.,
task title, IC number, track number, partner’s name,
if any.
Over time, the seven-recorder set grew to over 35 to
accommodate some of my largest classes. (It is
now marked on the Amazon site as a “best seller”
due, perhaps, to my purchases over the years and
those teachers who followed me into the venture.
They have been pleasantly pleased with their
explorations as well.)
Now, each student in my classes uses the same IC
recorder each time--numbered on the back 1-35.
They pick up their IC recorder when they enter the
class. (Hundreds of students are able to utilize the
35 IC recorder set because their data can be split
among 4 different “folders”, and the data can be
logged and referenced according to “track numbers”.)
Basic use and appeal.
1. Accountability and Enhancement. First and
foremost, the use of IC recorders provides account-
ability and heightened engagement for all of the
communication tasks in a textbook or lesson. This is
a critical aspect of the approach which takes
into consideration the learning styles/patterns of
Japanese students alluded to earlier. Of course,
teachers must pick and choose among the tasks
to relegate to the IC recorder. Too much, too
soon, can be overwhelming and diminish the
appeal/intrigue of the exercises. Too little does not
afford students the repetitious practice that is
critical in making the connection to self-assessment
of progress--including through tests, quizzes and
evaluation down the line.
The significance of accountability and enhancement
can be gleaned from basic aspects of language
lessons. For example, it is not uncommon for
students to approach a dialog in a textbook with
limited effort, often going through the motions to
repeat after the teacher or a CD. Designating the
dialog for input on the IC recorder changes the
entire dynamic of the task. The announcement is
met, initially, with nervous energy (i.e., excitement)
and attention/senses are perked up.
Furthermore, as teachers start to highlight discrete
features within the dialog, such as linking,
reductions of prepositions and articles, pronunciation
of specific phonemes, intonation patterns, etc. the
“performance” by students is heightened. In a few
weeks or less, the students readily overcome the
“pressure” to perform and seem to settle into a
learning mode that welcomes the challenges. Over
a short period, they also seem to recognize the
benefits of the engagement. This has been a
consistent flow for my classes--small to big in size,
low to high in English level, and poor to high in initial
motivation for English studies.
2. Testing. Accountability and engagement are also
driven by " testing". Upfront (literally from their
first encounter with the IC recorders in class) I
announce that each student’s collection of IC
recordings will be equivalent to one midterm-level
test for the course. I explain that I will “spot
check/speed check” some recordings, while grading
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selected recordings in more detail. From that point
on, it is clear to the students that is in their best
interest to approach all recordings seriously. (I am
also able to judge en masse by walking among the
students during the recording sessions--taking note
of students who are performing very well, very
poorly, etc. These notes reinforce assessments of
the recordings later.)
Infusing communication tasks with a “testing”
component serves to make students focus on details
and engage in ample and repetitious practice. As
mentioned, learning and teaching to tests (weekly
quizzes and midterm tests through high school,
culminating in the Center Test) was the mode of
instruction ingrained in students. Accommodating this
mindset in the interim for the purposes of spring-
boarding to wider explorations and potentialities
becomes a critical step in the process.
Ultimately, motivation, practice, and testing can lead
to a “cycle of increasing returns”. For example,
through encouragement and good test scores,
students realize, “I can do this; this is fun
and interesting.” The realization increases self-
satisfaction, motivation, focus, and practice. In turn,
it leads to continued success for subsequent
recordings. And so on.
These claims are clearly anecdotal and self-serving
for my discussion here. I contend that even my
lowest level and most poorly motivated students
have benefited in this fashion--turning around the “I
hate English” syndrome in one semester. Okay, not
all, but more than expected which always left me
pleasantly surprised. Of course, there are other
aspects of my active learning/tough-love approach
to teaching, but the IC recorders have been right in
the mix as a significant contributor to these aims
and goals.
3. Expansion--the potentialities. Once students
buy into the program of study, a wide range of
activities can be explored to match the needs,
interests, goals, etc. of the students and class. For
example, students can exchange IC recorders, listen
and record a response; teachers can choose select
recordings and provide error corrections on a Post-
it note for self-assessment; students can engage in
“running dialogs”, over several weeks, with various
partners, about a “survey” topic that is self-
generated and develops with each “turn”; students
can interview classmates on campus; certain tasks
can be made into a class competition, with small
prizes given for the “best” recording; students can
transfer the digital data of their recordings to their
iPhones or computers for additional study, including
transcription exercises, etc.
(The last point here, the use of iPhones, connects to
one of the main contentions for this discussion. Of
course, all of the above could be conducted through
digital data collection via other means like an iPhone.
My contention is that “we are not there yet”. The
convenience and ease of management through an IC
recorder “set” have been key--all in one place, one
set of rules/procedures. Basically, it represents a
routine that is easy to follow that allows the lessons
to flow, evolve, and grow.)
4. Assessment/grading. Yes, it looms as the big
elephant in the room. How is a teacher able to check
all these recordings? Short answer, as much or as
little as you want. Personally, I always conduct at
least one private interview test a semester. Usually
in pairs for about 7 minutes. It has been my
assessment that their final interview test scores
correlate very well with their scores for their IC
recordings. (I have scores for both; but I haven’t
crunched the numbers yet.)
Plus, I mentioned that I monitor their performance
during the lessons. So I feel that I actually do not
need to check their recordings very much. I even
suspect I could actually get by without checking
their recordings at all. Meaning, the students would
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not notice, nor would they care. In a short time, as
mentioned, they appreciate the worth of the
practice. They carry on knowing that it is interesting
and good for their progress--understanding that
they will be assessed through an interview test, IC
recordings, or both. The proof is in the pudding, so
to speak--their progress/performance is closely
connected to their practice. The IC recordings
could be reserved as a back up to classroom
performance and standard tests.
Having said that, spot-checking/speed-checking is
not as hard as it sounds. I line up all the numbered
recorders in a row and reference the student log
sheets. I recently listened to and graded 43 twenty-
minute conversation recordings. It took me about
two hours. It was the final exam for two classes, so
it was the most time I devoted to IC recorder
assessment that semester. I was satisfied with the
accuracy of my assessments, abiding by a speed-
checking mode. It should be noted here that
teachers should expect to grade holistically,
discretely, or a combination--depending on the range
of the task.
For smaller classes, individualized input (comments,
questions, and corrections) by the teacher is often
met with pure excitement by students. Teachers
can make comments at native-level speed, as the
students can listen to the feedback multiple times
and at reduced speed if they need to. I include
higher-level vocabulary matched to their topics in
my responses. Students can readily decipher the
new vocabulary (through listening multiple times or
reduced-speed mode) and carry out follow-up
vocabulary exercises. The interest level is
heightened because the vocabulary is specifically
matched to their topics of choice for the recordings.
5. More on expansion: for various skills, World
Languages, and Japanese content and seminar
classes. As contended throughout, the use of IC
recorders has changed the dynamics of lessons.
One dramatic shift evolved around the use of music
in my classes. I have always valued the connection
and appeal of music to enhance and extend the focus
of lessons. I am careful to shore up the practice and
connection to the focus of the lessons; appeal alone is
empty without purpose and practice. After running
through the supplementary exercises using songs I
introduced, I always stressed the need to practice by
singing the song. It always seemed like a natural
and necessary final step or closure to the lesson.
However, to my dismay my students always found it
uncomfortable, childish or “uncoool” to heartily sing
in such fashion in a classroom setting. I felt I
was not overstepping the bounds of their
cultural/educational affinities as I had, by this time,
witnessed how “cool” and uninhibited they were
singing in a karaoke box. This connection was
never ever traversed. I also recognized that singing
English songs, in the safer and cooler confines of a
karaoke box, could represent a wealth of English
practice over a lifetime. Threatening the class to
sing, “Or else I will no longer use music”, did little to
overcome their apprehension. So, in the end, I
actually stopped using music. I had sung too much
and too often alone in those classroom settings and I
“retired” as a solo performer.
The introduction of the IC recorders “magically”
changed everything. The transformation was swift,
impactful, and across the board. It is perhaps
unacceptable to use words such as magical and
amazing in an academic forum, but that is frankly
how I felt. Not once or twice, but immediately,
consistently, and continuously for over a decade
now. The aspects of accountability, testing, getting
everyone on the same page/task, and connecting to
the other tasks of the IC recorder that students
recognized had been good for their progress allowed
the transformation. Periodically, there may be one
or two students who display apprehension with
singing on an IC recorder. I recognize their
uncomfortable disposition, gazing over the class. I
announce that it is acceptable to mouth or read the
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lyrics to the song if one is not willing/able to sing.
And they do. Meanwhile, the rest of the class is
engaged in a full chorus of uninhibited singing.
They add that performance to their list of tasks on
their IC Recorder log sheet and the lesson carries on
bolstered by the infusion of music. (Such activities
are some of the favorite memories of the class as
judged by the comments on the course evaluations
by students.)
There have been numerous remarkable connections
through explorations with IC recorders. For lack of
space, I will provide a few examples from the
courses that I taught within the past 1. 5 years.
These courses included “classic” textbooks from the
TEFL/TESL fare. As such, some needed “sprucing
up” for my students who were non-English majors, i.
e., some textbooks were too boring and some were
too difficult. (My use of the IC recorders has helped
to adjust for levels as well--introducing tasks that
lower or raise the level of practice.)
Textbook: Side by Side 1B (Pearson, 2015);
Communication Class; false-beginner level; 34
students; a classic conversation textbook, one of
Pearson’s best sellers for over 30 years; the updates
have been minimal, except to align its old school
“bells and whistles” to a self-study internet site; pure
communication from the start (basically,
conversation patterns from page one on).
Activities: I recognized that the monotony of the
repetitious practice needed an “edge”. Coupled with
the IC recorder component, the textbook came alive.
All of the major conversation patterns were
designated for IC recordings, also, lots of extension
exercises. In addition, aspects of vocabulary,
pronunciation, and grammar exercises from the
textbook were recorded on the IC recorders. Being
a communication class, additional discrete focuses
including reduction of non-content words, linking,
pronunciation of phonemes; and expression and
intonation. Also, there were lots of pairwork
exercises, partner rotations, IC recorder exchanges,
and self and peer assessment.
It is hard to appreciate how well the component
matched this textbook through this simple
description here. It was heartening observing the
students carrying out the more difficult
conversation pattern recordings in unison--filling in
the “gap” in the conversation provided by the
training CD. The confidence and satisfaction on
their faces were especially heartening for me. Their
performances and expressions relayed that they had
mastered the material and were proud.
Textbook: Understanding and Using English
Grammar, Volume A (Pearson, 2017); Grammar
Class; high intermediate level; 13 students; another
classic textbook; it used to be one of the most
communicative grammar textbooks around, until
the new editions stripped it of its most useful and
appealing feature (ugh!); it has an internet practice
site that we did not make full use of.
Activities: We made the most of the appealing
pairwork exercises that remained from the original
edition. After grammar explanations and board
work, we moved on to workbook-like exercises and
the Internet practice. Then we engaged in the
pairwork with gusto, changing partners frequently
while inputting the exchanges on our trusty
recorders. Following these sessions, students
listened to the recordings for self-assessment and
reinforcement. We also recorded the workbook
exercises. After reviewing all the answers, we
recorded the sentences on the recorders for
reinforcement.
Textbook: Step-By-Step Writing (Cengage, 2015) ;
Writing Class; low intermediate level; 24 students; a
cross-over writing textbook from a Language Arts
approach in the US; mainly, a process writing
approach around practical themes.
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Activities: One unit was entitled, “introducing a
new friend”. I prepared interview questions for
meeting a new friend in class. Students added their
own questions. They recorded the interviews and
reviewed the data for constructing their essays.
The editing steps in the process-writing approach
included comments by the teacher on IC recorder.
The textbook also included peer-review exercises
for essays. After completing two drafts, students
were confident and proud of their essays and were
able to share them with classmates without
apprehension. The exchange of essays included a
reading “with expression” of their essays on IC
recorders. Partners in the exchange listened to the
recording while reading along with the essay and
provided feedback on the IC recorders.
More Reading Power 2 (Pearson, 2009); Reading
Class; Low intermediate level; 26 students; another
classic textbook; it mostly consists of reading “skill
building through drills”.
Activities: A unit of “making inferences” included
half-page dialogs followed by open-ended questions
to encourage student to brainstorm possible details
and outcomes. I modeled reading the dialogs with
and without heightened expression to highlight
emotions and connotations within the dialogs.
Students were paired and challenged to perform
their roles in the dialogs on the IC recorder.
Partners then discussed possible answers to the
follow up questions on the IC recorder. After
several drills (sets of dialogs), pairs of students
exchanged IC recorders. They listened to the
recordings of other pairs and compared their
“performance of the dialog” and the possible
answers. The textbook also included short reading
comprehension passages, exercises on recognizing
phrases within sentences, guessing vocabulary
through context clues, etc. All of these exercises
were possibilities for IC recordings in order to
reinforce the task as a final step.
Japanese content classes and seminar classes. The
textbooks and materials were varied. I utilized the
IC recorders for follow up discussions for lectures
and mini-lectures. Students exchanged IC recorders
and replied with questions and comments. The
discussion grew with more exchanges. I monitored
the discussions and picked up themes and insights to
share with the class as a whole. Because Japanese is
a second language for me, I sometimes used an
assistant to help with translation and understanding.
World Language classes. The teaching materials
varied. The Chinese and Korean classes I supported
were basic level classes. As such, there were
numerous connections to IC recorders, basically
related to twists on everything I have mentioned
above and much more. Being remedial-level classes,
aspects of vocabulary (counting, colors, days of the
week, etc.), pronunciation, grammar, reading, etc.
could be reinforced through the use of IC recorders.
The World Language teachers also appreciated
lesson ideas I introduced which were inspired by
TESL/TEFL approaches. The teachers, however,
were more inclined to value practice and repetition
over free and open exchange. The IC recorders
served well to bridge those gaps. As an extension of
the use of IC recorders I even introduced the use of
a portfolio approach to self-assessment. (Chang, et
al., 2012; Stiggins, et al. 2012)
Conclusion.
The use of IC recorders to enhance lessons has
remained a mainstay in my Magic Toolbox for over
a decade as a journeyman TESL/TEFL practitioner.
It has also augmented my lessons for content
courses, seminar classes, and the support I offer to
the teaching of World Languages. I continue to
explore a myriad of applications for the component,
being mindful of maintaining the optimal balance as
outlined in this discussion. The possibility of turning
the mundane to intriguing practice has often been
rather “magical” for me. As mentioned, it even
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allowed me to reintroduce music into my lessons--
no longer relegating me to a solo performer but the
leader of a choir! With that, I leave you with this
jingle: “I see; you see; we all see, ICs.”
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